determining!locus!(3,!4).!The!lack!of!recombination!exposes!the!sexYlimited!Y!chromosome! 48 to!a!range!of!degenerative!processes!that!cause!it!to!diverge!in!structure!and!function!from! 49 the!corresponding!X!chromosome,!which!still!recombines!in!females!(5,!6).!Consequently,! 50 the!sex!chromosomes!are!expected!to!eventually!transition!from!a!homomorphic!to!a! 51 heteromorphic!structure,!supported!by!evidence!from!many!of!the!old!and!highly! 52 differentiated!systems!found!in!mammals!(7,!8),!birds!(9),!Drosophila!(5)!and!snakes!(10).!! 53
However,!there!is!a!significant!heterogeneity!among!clades,!and!even!among!species!with! 54 shared!sex!chromosome!systems,!in!the!spread!of!the!nonYrecombining!region,!and!the! 55 subsequent!degree!of!sex!chromosome!divergence! (11,!12) .!Age!does!not!always!reliably! 56 correlate!with!the!extent!of!recombination!suppression,!as!in!some!species!the!sex! 57 chromosomes!maintain!a!largely!homomorphic!structure!over!long!evolutionary!periods! 58 (12Y16),!while!in!others!the!two!sex!chromosomes!are!relatively!young,!yet!profoundly! 59 distinct!(17).!Comparing!the!structure!and!recombination!patterns!of!sex!chromosomes! 60 between!closely!related!species!is!a!powerful!method!to!determine!the!forces!shaping!sex! 61 chromosome!evolution!over!time.! 62 Sex!chromosome!divergence!can!also!lead!to!differences!in!X!chromosome!gene!dose! 63 between!males!and!females.!Following!recombination!suppression,!the!Y!chromosome! 64 undergoes!gradual!degradation!of!gene!activity!and!content,!leading!to!reduced!gene!dose! 65 in!males! (6,!18,!19) .!Genetic!pathways!that!incorporate!both!autosomal!and!sexYlinked! 66 genes!are!primarily!affected!by!such!imbalances!in!gene!dose,!with!potential!severe! 67 phenotypic!consequences!for!the!heterogametic!sex!(20).!In!some!species,!this!process!has! 68 led!to!the!evolution!of!chromosomeYlevel!mechanisms!to!compensate!for!the!difference!in! 69 gene!dose! (21,!22) .!However,!the!majority!of!sex!chromosome!systems!are!associated!with! 70 geneYbyYgene!level!mechanisms,!whereby!dosage!sensitive!genes!are!compensated,!but! 71 overall!expression!of!the!X!chromosome!is!lower!in!males!compared!to!females! (19,!22,!23) .!! 72 ! 4! As!opposed!to!most!mammals!and!birds,!the!sex!chromosomes!in!many!fish,!lizard!and! 73 amphibian!species!are!characterized!by!a!lack!of!heteromorphism,!which!has!been! 74 attributed!to!processes!such!as!sex!chromosome!turnover!and!sex!reversal!(15,!24Y28).!As!a! 75 result,!closely!related!species!from!these!taxonomic!groups!often!have!a!variety!of!sex! 76 chromosome!systems!found!at!different!stages!in!evolution! (26,!29 
that!genetic!decay!on!the!Y!will!produce!regions!that!are!effectively!hemizygous,!we!also! 197 recover!a!significant!reduction!in!male!SNP!density! (Fig.!1C) .!! 198
In!order!to!identify!the!ancestral!Y!region,!we!used!kYmer!analysis!across!P. (reticulata,(P.( 199 wingei(and!P.(picta(which! Wilcoxon!signed!rank!test)! (Fig.!3D) .!This!finding!suggests!the!action!of!a!chromosomeYlevel! 275 compensation!mechanism!in!P.(picta!to!counteract!the!imbalance!in!gene!dose!in!males.!! 276
To!further!investigate!the!presence!of!dosage!compensation,!we!estimated!alleleYspecific! 277 expression!patterns!(ASE)! (Fig.!3) 
